How to Avoid Most Common Writing Errors

In this tutorial, we will learn how to avoid common grammatical mistakes.

Introduction
Writing is a necessity in our society. However, according to Andrea A. Lunsford of Stanford University, most writers make similar mistakes. Luckily, you do not need a degree in English to amend common oversights. If writing a scientific work or dissertation is difficult for you, you can get a dissertation help.
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Step 1 - Most Common Writing Errors

Recognizing the most common errors can help you improve your writing.

Where Do Commas Go?

Another common error is the absence of commas around parenthetical phrases. Put commas around a phrase you could take out of the sentence without changing its meaning. For example, “My best friend, the sweetest girl in the world, will be visiting tomorrow.” Notice the commas around “the sweetest girl in the world.” You could remove that phrase, and the sentence would still make sense. If the phrase is necessary for the sentence to make sense, you do not use a comma. To illustrate, “My student Tom is very smart.” Unless there is only one student, the name is vital to the sentence.

Which Witch Is Which?

In English, it’s easy to confuse similar words. Learn the correct versions of common words. “There” is a place. “Their” is always possessive. “Their house is beautiful.” “They’re” has an apostrophe. It is a contraction for “they are,” “They’re coming tomorrow.” “Too” refers to an excess or “in addition to.” It has two Os, as in “too much.” The word “to” is a transition word, usually referring to a place or a direction. “Go to the doctor.” And lastly, the number 2 is written as “two.” Think of the “W” as geometric to remind you.

You and Me... Me and You

Here’s another example: “She wants to go with Sarah and I.” Once more, take away the other name. We are left with, “She wants to go with I.” To correct the sentence, change it to, “She wants to go with Sarah and me.”
Step 2 - Proofreading

A lot of people out there are blessed with the ability to proofread and edit their academic work without mistake. I almost want this was the case with me, just it isn't. It has accepted me years and years to acquire proofreading right. I still at times make little errors either because I don't accept the enthusiasm, vitality or mental strength to complete the job.

I recognize there are lots of others who are not as blessed as perhaps I’m when it comes to being able to self criticise their work and precisely proofread and edit their academic work. For the people that drop into this class, I’d recommend that they send their work for proofreading and editing to somebody that’s educated inside this sphere.

Proofreading work

Though you’ll have to pay for proofreading work, it’s still worthy it if you believe how many more checks you could acquire from your lector. In a few cases, it’s been possible for students to jump an extra class in their marks, just by applying the helps of a trained proofreader.

Additional way that you could take proofreading done and this time for free is to get your friends to read your work for you and correct some errors in your work. You may then offer to proofread their work for them reciprocally, and that way you some profit.

In Conclusion

Whenever this isn't possible, due to you some being from a abroad country wherever both of you do not talk English as your first language, then once more, you’ll most probably need a proofreader. Be sure you inquiry which company is going to be best to meet your needs, as there are lots of them out there and several will offer another cases of proofreading services; some that will be suitable and some that won't be suitable for you looking on the academic work that you’re processing at the time.